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Abstract: In cognitive wireless network, external interference can cause changes in 
the available channel sets for each node, causing the route to be unstable, and 
resulting in communication interruption. In this regard, a new opportunistic routing 
protocol based on diffusion spectrum sensing for cognitive radio (DSORP) is proposed 
to improve the accuracy of spectrum available opportunity. The key of the protocol is 
to find free available channel and initial neighbor node set, sort them by priority, and 
finally select a better relay node. In the optimization of the neighbor competitive node 
set, the delivery rate, the residual energy and the distance between two nodes are 
taken into account to improve opportunities of route discovery and build, and construct 
an efficient, stable and reliable routing strategy. Besides, the proposed protocol is 
compared with routing protocol based on average consensus spectrum sensing 
method. Performance evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of DSORP in terms of 
delay, energy consumption and average throughput. 
 
Keywords: cognitive radio network, spectrum sensing, opportunitistic routing 
protocol, cross-layer 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, the wireless communication technology develops rapidly, and it has 
been applied to many fields, making the demand for wireless spectrum resources 
increasing. So that radio spectrum has become a scarce resource and seriously restricts 
the research and development of some areas of wireless communication technology. 
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And wireless spectrum resources are not renewable resources, so under limited 
wireless spectrum resources, how to improve the utilization of spectrum and reduce 
the contradiction between fast-growing wireless business needs is the research core 
technology of radio field [1]. A new dynamic spectrum utilization technology, known as 
Cognitive Radio (CR) [2 3], is being widely watched and regarded as one of the most 
promising wireless communications technologies [4]. The core of the technology is that 
the cognitive users randomly access the authorized spectrum when the primary user 
does not use the authorized spectrum, improving the efficiency of spectrum utilization. 
The network using this technology is called Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN), not only 
has the characteristics of traditional wireless network, but also has its unique spectral 
isomorphism and time-varying. So the design of routing protocol in cognitive wireless 
environment should be different. Research and improvement of routing protocol must 
be carried out. 

Based on the above background, considering the high dynamics of the spectrum in 
the cognitive wireless network, we closely integrate the spectrum sensing technology 
of the physical layer and the scheduling mechanism of the media access control layer 
into the routing decision of the network layer, and a new opportunity routing protocol 
is proposed to improve the opportunity of routing discovery and establishment of 
cognitive wireless network and the utilization of the spectrum. 

In this paper, we first introduce the background of cognitive radio network research 
to pave the way for the later routing protocol. In Section II, we discuss the related work 
of cognitive wireless network routing research, and propose a new protocol DSORP. In 
Section III, the system model is given first, and the detailed process of the diffusion 
spectrum sensing algorithm is described. Then, the four stages of the work of the 
routing protocol are analyzed. The evaluation of the proposed protocol is in Section IV. 
Finally, Section V make a conclusion of this paper, and put forward the direction of 
future work. 
 

2. Related Work 
 
In cognitive wireless network, due to the changing spectrum environment, the network 
topology changes are more intense than the traditional distributed wireless network. 
So the common active routing and on-demand routing of traditional networks are no 
longer suitable for this new type of network and must be improved. Using active 
routing protocol will cause additional costs by a large number of routing information 
updates due to frequent changes in the network topology. Therefore, compared with 
the traditional wireless network routing protocol, we face more challenges in the design 
of the cognitive wireless network routing protocol.  
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Nowadays, there are a number of representative routing strategy. Each cognitive 
node in [5] determines the respective available spectrum set by the interference 
temperature of the node, and determines the optimal path in conjunction with the cost 
of each link and the end-to-end metric. The channel with smaller transmission delays 
and smaller switching costs are selected by the link. In [6] and [7], the frame structure 
of the dynamic MAC layer is composed of the sensing time slot, the channel switching 
slot and the data transmission time slot. It achieves the compromise between the 
spectral perceived quality and the throughput by optimizing the sensing time slot and 
transmitting time slot, but ignores the cooperative spectrum sensing between nodes. 
According to the Routing and Spectrum Allocation algorithm (ROSA) proposed in [8], 
spectrum utilization, spectrum hole and activities of the primary user are taken into 
account. The main routing performance parameters are network throughput, fairness 
index, spectrum utilization, and average delay. However, the results of these studies 
are mainly focused on the channel selection and distribution of the network, and do not 
consider the collaborative spectrum sensing technology in terms of routing selection. 

In order to take full advantage of multiple channels, we propose an opportunity 
routing protocol based on diffusion spectrum sensing in cognitive wireless networks 
(DSORP). The key of the protocol is using diffusion spectrum sensing algorithms to find 
free available channel, passing by routing discovery to get the initial neighbor node set, 
and sorting them by priority, finally selecting a better node to transfer packets to the 
next hop node. The protocol synthetically considers the delivery rate of the node, the 
residual energy and the distance between the two nodes to construct an efficient, 
stable and reliable routing strategy to improve the utilization of the spectrum.  

 
3. Analysis of DSORP 

 
In this section, the new protocol DSORP is described in detail. Firstly, the network 
model and the diffusion spectrum sensing algorithm are given. Then, the four stages of 
the routing protocol are analyzed. 
 

3.1 System Model 
 

We consider a distributed multi-channel multi-hop cognitive wireless network including 
m primary users referred to as PUs and n cognitive users referred to as SUs. The 
following are hypotheses about the model: 

(1) There are M data channels(DC) and a common control channel(CCC) where all 
nodes can exchange control information.  Each cognitive user is interfered with by a 
primary user on a frequency band. 
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(2) The distributed cognitive wireless networks are represented as undirected 

graphs ( )G V,E , where ( ) | ,E i, j i, j V i j    is neighbor node set of i and V is SUs 

nodes set and.  , { | , }i kN j i j    represents the single-hop communication neighbor 

nodes of i at time k. ,i kN represents the number of elements in ,i kN ,which is defined as 

the degree of node i.  
(3) In the deployment area, PUs are evenly distributed and are stationary, which is 

common in many cognitive wireless network scenarios, such as TV white space-based 
CRNs. Each node knows the location information of itself and its neighbors which can 
achieve through the Global Positioning System (GPS) and has same transmission and 
interference range.  

(4) The active model of the primary user is ON-OFF model. The duration of the ON 
and the OFF are subject to the exponential distribution, and the distribution 
parameters of different channels can be unequal. 
 

3.2 Spectrum Sensing Algorithm 
 
In cognitive wireless networks, the influence of harsh channels caused by hidden 
terminal and shadow fading can be relieved by the Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) 
technology to improve detection performance. At present, CSS research is divided into 
centralized cooperative spectrum sensing and distributed cooperative spectrum 
sensing. In centralized network convergence strategy, the fusion center is needed to 
process the detection information, but with the increase of the network size, large 
amounts of data need to be processed by the fusion center, which seriously affects 
spectrum utilization and network scalability. Therefore, we study the distributed 
cooperative spectrum sensing. Moreover average consensus algorithm [9-10] and 
diffusion algorithm [11-12] are two important interactive means. The former uses the 
average consistency method as a collaborative update target state estimate and the 
later uses the diffusion matrix as a weighting factor to update the target state 
estimates. So as for convergence speed of the network, the later is better than the 
former, and the mean square error of each SU detection are better. Therefore, the 
diffusion algorithm is used to detect the energy of the signal. 

The following describes the diffusion algorithm of the N cognitive users in a channel. 
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Fig.1 Diffusion matrix update process 
 

First, as Fig.1 shows, we define the diffusion matrix of the kth perceptual period 
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Through the energy detection of SUs to primary user, suppose that the energy 

matrix of kth perceptual period after L sample is  
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And the matrix after exchanging information between nodes is k k kM =C Y . Then the 

data of each row of kM  is averaged to get the average detection value for each node. 

Finally, the final spectrum decision kX is obtained by comparing them with the decision 

threshold  which is got based on experience. 
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Where 1ix  means that the channel is idle and can be used by SUs. 

In summary, for node i, the steps of diffusion spectrum sensing algorithm can be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Signal Detection: the local observations of energy  ,1 ,2 ,3 ,i i i i Ly  y  y y  is known by 

cognitive user i after L times local detection. 
(2) Diffusion Update Process: cognitive user i using its own observation carry out the 

diffusion strategy with its adjacent node detection to obtain the estimated value 
(3)  
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So the estimated value is calculated as follows: 
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(4) Spectral State Decision: which 0ix   indicates that the spectrum is idle 

(5)  
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3.3 Implementation process of DSORP 

 
We describe in detail DSORP in this section. Assume that each node can only 
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communicate on a channel at each time, and each node has only one interface which 
can be switched freely on different channels. The cognitive node fully considering the 
characteristics of the network uses the diffusion spectrum sensing method to 
determine whether the available frequency band is idle to implement the four stages of 
the routing path mechanism: spectrum sensing, route discovery, routing, and packet 
transmission. Link metrics used in the route selection process are described firstly, and 
then the four processes of DSORP are made a specific analysis. 
 

3.3.1 Link Metric 
 

In cognitive wireless network, because the available channels are heterogeneity and 
dynamic, link between the two nodes is often unreliable, and there are three main 
points leading to this unreliable factors: distance between two nodes, transmission 
power of communication node and link delivery rate. 

(1) Communication distance between nodes  
Whether any two cognitive nodes can communicate depends on the distance 

between them and the availability of the spectrum in cognitive wireless network. If the 
two cognitive nodes i and j are in the transmission area of each other, and have a 
common available frequency band, then they can communicate with each other. 

The Euclidean Distance between the two nodes satisfies the following formula:  
 

    min{ }
2 2

i j i j i j i jd x - x + y - y r ,r                              (8) 

 

Where  ,i ix y and  ,j jx y  represent the position coordinates of the cognitive nodes 

i and j respectively, and i jr ,r represent the transmission coverage radius of the 

cognitive nodes i and j, respectively. 
(2) Channel Availability Probability  
The occupancy of primary nodes to authorization channel m can be equivalent to the 

ON-OFF model, and the length of each ON and OFF on the same channel is 

independently distribute. Assume that the time averages [ ]m
onE t and [ ]m

offE t in the ON  and 

the OFF  obey the exponential distribution. According to the stochastic process theory, 
The probability that channel m is occupied in a certain scheduling period is  
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Where [ ]E  is the mathematical expectation. So the probability that the channel is 

available is1 m
ijP (t) and the cognitive users can use channel monitoring and parameter 

estimation to obtain the channel statistics such as the available probability of the 
transmission slot. 

(3) Link Delivery Rate  
We assume{ }iA represents the set of available channels for cognitive user i, and 

similarly { }jA is for cognitive user j, so the common available channel set 

is { }={ } { }ij i jA A A . When { }ijA is not empty, node i and node j in each other's 

transmission range can communicate with each other, so the probability of successful 
delivery of the link is 
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                                 (10) 

 

Where 0P is the successful delivery probability of the control channel, and m
ijP  

indicates the available probability of the link on the channel m; and 1i,jL   indicates 

that the link is not disturbed by the activity of the primary user. 
 

3.3.2 Idle Spectrum Sensing Process 
 

 
Fig 2. Idle spectrum sensing process 
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Before performing spectrum sensing for the first time, the node S broadcasts a Former 
message on the common control channel (CCC) about the desired perceptual data 
channel, and the neighbor cognitive nodes set the data channel to be perceived as a 
non-allowed access channel to reduce the interference between cognitive nodes. Then 
cognitive nodes use diffusion spectrum sensing algorithm to determine whether the 
channel is free. Spectrum-aware flow chart is shown as Fig. 2. 

 

3.3.3 Route Discovery Process 
 

The network routing discovery process is done on the common control channel. First, 
the destination node floods the HELLO packet. After receiving the HELLO package, SUs 
detect whether have received, and if does, then discard the HELLO package; on the 
contrary, extract additional information from the package, and generate or update the 
next hop path routing information and send a new HELLO package. And we assume 
that HELLO package contains the remaining energy information of sending node, the 
delivery rate of the last hop link of sending node, and the sending Node location 
information and idle channel information to the network. The route discovery process 
can be shown in Fig. 3. The routing information includes the location, delivery rate, 
energy, and idle channel information of next hop node. Finally, for each cognitive node 
in the network, there is a routing table which contains a number of different next hop 
node routing information, constituting initial competition node set. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Route discovery process 
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3.3.4 Optimization of Competitive Node Set 
 

At this stage, initial competition neighborhood set of each cognitive node should be 
arrange to select the best relay node. We need to consider the residual energy of the 
node because limited energy affects the survival time of the entire network, making the 
use of energy as balanced as possible. On the other hand, the delivery rate of link and 
the position information of node can reflect link performance, and the higher delivery 
rate of link, the closer of nodes, the better and the link. Therefore, we put these factors 
into a compromise to prioritize the initial competition neighborhood node set and put 
forward a weight indicator (WEIGHT) via taking into account the remaining energy, 
and the delivery rate, and the distance of neighborhood node. 
 

                             1ij i ij ijWEIGHT E P d                                      (11) 

 

Which represents a factor between 0 and 1; iE represents the residual energy of 

node i, ijP represents the delivery rate between node i and j, and ijd represents the 

Euclidean Distance between node i and j.  is experience value selected based on 
network history information, and here we assume 0.6  . 

 
3.3.5 Packet Transmission Process 

 
The whole data transmission process is shown in Fig.4. First, the cognitive sending 
node initiating a timer broadcasts a routing request (RREQ) message on the common 
control channel, waiting for Routing Response (RRSP) of neighbor node. After receiving 
the RREQ, the downstream neighbor node extracts the priority list information, and 
reply to RRSP after handling this information. If receiving the RRSP, the sending node 
determines the relay node of the data transmission, and then broadcasts the routing 
determine (RDEQ) to inform other low priority competitors which no longer need to 
respond to RRSP. After receiving the RDEQ control packet, the nodes of low priority do 
not continue to wait for sending RRSP, but keep the initial state waiting for other data 
transmission.  

The downstream neighbor node i receiving the RREQ message will determine the 
delay time according to priority position, expressed as: 

 

( 1)i slotT k T                                               (12) 

 
Where slotT represents the interval of a time slot, and k is the permutation number of 

node i in the set of competing nodes.  
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Fig.4 Data transfer process 
 

4. Performance Evaluation 
 
In this Section, the DSORP is simulated and we first describe our simulation setup and 
parameters. Then we present and discuss the simulation results from average delay, 
average energy consumption and average throughput. 
 

4.1 Simulation Parameter Setting 
 

The cognitive nodes adopting the CSMA / CA mechanism at the MAC layer are evenly 
distributed in the rectangular plane region of 500m × 500m. Assume that the network 
has a constant rate of business flow, and source node and sink nodes are located in the 
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network area of the two diagonal. There are nine data channels and a common control 
channel. We designed two mutually spaced timers to simulate the behavior of the 
primary user and the interface of the SU node in the initial state is on the control 
channel. We implement DSORP with parameters given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Simulation Parameter 

 
Parameter Value 

Simulation scene size 500m*500m 
PU activity 0.3 

SU initial energy 10J 
Packet size 1024Byte 

Energy of sending a packet 0.660w 
Energy of receiving a packet 0.395w 

The time interval of a time slot 0.001ms 
Channel bandwidth 2MHz 
Decision threshold 10.2 dB -12dB 

 
4.2 Performance Analysis 

 
We compare the protocol proposed in this paper with MSPR which is based on the 
average consensus spectrum sensing method. 

(1) Average delay 
We suppose that there is a constant traffic flow in simulation environment. So 

average delay, average energy consumption and throughput of the source node to the 
destination node are influenced by the number of cognitive nodes in the network. As 
shown in Fig. 5, the average delay obtained with DSORP is significantly smaller than 
MSPR, and this change is more obvious with the rise of cognitive nodes, because the 
latter requires multiple exchange of information increasing the routing discovery time. 
At the same time, it can be observed that the average delay increases with the rise of 
cognitive nodes because the sending node needs to prioritize its own set of competing 
nodes and the more number of nodes, the more number of traversal, the longer time 
spend. Thirdly, the average delay decreases with the rise of communication radius due 
to the fact that the sending node can choose the farther priority in the communication 
range, reducing the number of hops and the average delay. 
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Fig. 5 Average delay against network node density in DSORP and MSPR  
 

(2) Average energy consumption 
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Fig. 6 Average energy consumption against network node density in DSORP and MSPR 

 
From Fig. 6, the average energy consumption with DSORP is smaller than MSPR 

because the average coincidence spectrum sensing needs to exchange more control 
information and waste energy. At the same time, the higher number of network 
cognitive nodes, the greater energy consumed from source to destination, because the 
more control messages are exchanged between the nodes during channel-aware 
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process and route discovery process, the more energy is consumed throughout 
transmission process. Thirdly, the average energy consumption decreases with the 
increase of network communication radius, especially in the process of increasing the 
communication radius from 40 to 60, which is more obvious. This is because the 
greater communication radius, the number of hops from source node to destination 
node will be reduced, and the number of packets sent and received will be reduced. 

(3) Average throughput 
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Fig. 7 Average throughput against network node density in DSORP and MSPR 

 
From Fig. 7, the average throughput achieved with DSORP is higher than with MSPR, 

because averaging spectrum sensing requires more time to sense free spectrums. At 
the same time, average delay increases as the number of cognitive nodes increasing 
and average throughput decreases as the rise of the number of nodes when the 
network area size and the cognitive node communication radius are fixed. This is 
because increasing cognitive nodes leads to a larger set of competing nodes, and the 
exchange of control information between nodes takes a lot of time, resulting in longer 
latency. However, this trend is gradually reduced as the number of nodes increases, 
because increasing competing nodes set can make nodes select the neighbor with 
higher probability of channel. Second, we can find that in the case of a certain number 
of cognitive nodes, the greater the radius of node communication, network average 
throughput will become larger, because when the path from source node to destination 
node is fixed and the communication radius is enlarged, the hops of entire path will 
become smaller and the path loss is relatively reduced, leading to lower throughput. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Compared to the traditional wireless network, the cognitive wireless network is a new 
wireless communication technology, applying cognitive radio to improve the overall 
network performance and spectrum utilization. In this paper, we focus on the selection 
of available spectrum in cognitive wireless networks and establish efficient and stable 
routing problem. Using cross-layer idea which integrates the spectrum sensing 
technology of the physical layer and the scheduling mechanism of the media access 
control layer into the network layer, we propose DSORP to improve the utilization rate 
of spectrum, which mainly involves four parts: spectrum sensing, route discovery, route 
selecting, packet transmission. Considering the instability of wireless cognitive network 
link, the delivery rate of integrated node, the residual energy and the distance between 
two nodes, a WEIGHT metrics is proposed. Then according to actual situation of route, 
a appropriate node is selected as next relay node for data transmission. The 
experimental results show that compared with MSPR, DSORP has obvious advantages 
in average delay, average energy consumption and average throughput.  
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